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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE SANCTUARY OF
GUADALUPE, CITY OF MEXICO, MEXICO, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN

I am present, dear children, in the places where the greatest suffering for the planet existed.

I am present where the different cultures and peoples have forgotten that, despite the similarities or
differences, all were siblings and children of the same Creator.

For this reason I came to this place, now My beloved Sanctuary of Guadalupe, to make both the
conqueror and the indigenous understand that all came from a same God and from one single
consciousness.

It was thus that I asked for the construction of a temple in My honor, to prevent the human race
from losing control of itself and causing all future generations to become a humanity compromised
with evil.

That is why, today, after more than five hundred years, your Heavenly Mother comes to close this
cycle in human history, unforgettable and sad for the consciousness of the planet.

I have come here totally present and I will continue doing it from a higher plane, because My
children of all cultures and of all peoples will still need My divine and maternal intercession.

Now, being here among you, I have opened the doors to liberate from the terrestrial purgatory all
the conquerors, the indigenous, and the religious that at that time, with little consciousness and
wisdom, were involved in the Guadalupan events.

It is thus that in this hour, dear children, I have asked you to come to this historical Sanctuary so
that a cycle would be definitely closed through a moment of simple prayer, in which My angels
removed the pain lived in the spaces of this nation and the planet.

Therefore, in the face of the mistakes experienced between the indigenous consciousness and the
white man, through an act of pity and mercy, I invite you to transmute for Me. Just as I do with you
every day and so that I am able to keep coming to bring peace and reconciliation between cultures.

Thank you for having reciprocated to something spiritual and internal.

I thank you for responding to My call.

Who loves you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


